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>>Val: That was, that was a photo moment.  Good morning everybody, day two, day two.  You guys 

awake?  Hello, good morning.  Hey, how about that band last night, huh?  Yeah. 

[APPLAUSE] 

Yeah the band.  How about John, where is John, I saw him?  John, where is he, there he is.  He is in the 

back, wasn't he great?  Give a round of applause too.  Wooh!  

[APPLAUSE] 

All right.  Show of hands, have been brave enough to make a new friend, come on, come on, up.  Oh I love 

this.  All right.  My job here is done.  I'm good, we're good, yeah.  Excellent, excellent.  All right so we're 

starting day two once again I want to thank Acrolinx being our diamond, I hope you have gone to the booth 

and spoke to the friendly folks.  Also Astoria for being our platinum sponsor, I hope you have gone and met 

with those guys as well.  Gold sponsors, we have sponsors of every metal type here.  Gold sponsors, we 

have silver sponsors.  So if you have not visited all of these booths and chatted with these folks, please do.  

There are some very cool out there.  Someone got these little cute colored pencils, really adorable.  So go 

get some colored pencils, get some chokies, have really great conversations.  Also we need to thank our 

partners for spreading the word, helping us.  Please make sure you stop by, some of them have tables here 

as well.  Woman in Localization hosted by Gayla last night, anybody go in here?  Good.  I heard that was 

an amazing event.  So that was excellent.  Volunteers, staff, presenters, woo-hoo we got a couple in here.  

I can't believe how hard these people work, it is just amazing. 

[APPLAUSE] 

Yeah a round of applause for the volunteers.  Really fabulous, really fabulous.  I have a special thanks that 

I did at lunch but I will do again here, missed it yesterday.  That is to Tina at 121 Captions, these sessions, 

the general sessions and lunches have been closed captioned for hearing impaired people.  I am one of 

those hearing impaired people.  She presents an amazing customer experience for me and for the hearing 

impaired community.  So thank you so much, Tina is in the back, thank you, thank you. 

[APPLAUSE] 

Fabulous. 

And thanks to all of you, 400 + people in our second year, amazing, 13 countries around the globe.  So a 

big hand for all of you guys.  Okay.  Once again, if you have questions, if there's anything you need, look 

for people who have that logo on their shirt, day two, I still didn't wear one with a logo.  But I'm happy to 

help too.  Okay.  Just tips again, this is your last chance today to leave that comfort zone.  Go to 
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presentations you haven't been to before.  Make another new friend, wouldn't that be great?  Go out there 

and most of all have fun.  Hopefully many of you attended Dr. Andrew bread yesterday about the 

importance of language and how words really matter.  Andrew and I are both on the board for translators 

without borders, it is an amazing organization.  As I like to say, it is the reason I get up in the morning.  I 

love doing these things but when I can save someone’s life it adds a whole new dimension to me as a 

person.  We will be having a fundraiser here at the convention center on Wednesday, October 14th at 7:30 

pm in conjunction with localization world but open to everyone.  Feel free to go to our website 

translatorswithoutborders.org, also a handy-dandy donate button on that site.  You can press that button.  

We will take all kinds of MasterCard, VISA, you name it.  Send me a check too, that's okay too.  We can 

really use your support.  There is amazing work done with refugees by Syria, speaking of great work, let us 

welcome to the stage Mr. Scott Abel. 

>>Scott: Thank you I hope you are having a good time, in the interest of trying to keep he have been on 

time today I thought I would recap quickly the day's events.  Like yesterday there will be three keynotes, 

broadcasting live for people at home as well, then we will have the breakouts where you get to meet the 

editors for about an hour again and then we are going to have a great lunch talk from the team of IBM 

Watson director of content.  He is brilliant I met him, we had a great conversation about trying to bring all of 

us together and learn about content.  I was lucky enough to get him to fly here from another event, probably 

still in the air right now, if he gets here in time we will see him at lunch.  On break this afternoon, sponsoring 

one of our sponsors provides chocolate of the world, loaded with chocolate individually wrapped, if you are 

allergic to nuts or something read the labels.  That's all I can tell you.  At the end of the day we will have a 

great session, a little magic and mind reading, featuring David Jerard an amazing performer, don't miss that 

last session.  Also each of you were handed a coupon, a free copy of Charles Cooper and new book, 

intelligence Content Primer, just released made available online for sale on September the 25th, first 

people to see it, we will gift you all that at 10:30 we will be at the press booth to sign books, it is a popular 

thing here.  If you like electronic copy of the book, you have to pay for it, but we have a print one available 

for each of you.  So thank you for that.  Also, iBlink, we are using it again today how many people used 

iBlink yesterday, that was very cool.  I liked the way the slides showed up, it is a great sharing thing.  The 

tool is in infancy, if you have feedback please share, they are trying the best to make the best kind of 

product they can.  Just a little bit about it, we are going to give away a prize for two people who were the 

most active on iBlink here is the data from yesterday.  As it turns out, the general sessions, which probably 

were due to Brandon and Carmen of course George who everybody remembers from yesterday, content 

management probably the most popular followed by data antics, on the side you see NBT acronym for 

notes, bookmarks and Tweets, another one for us to remember.  These are the top people Danielle, you, 

give her a big round of applause. 

[APPLAUSE] 

She was the top iBlink Tweeter, ironically she is also one of our volunteers and is at the back door, goes by 

handle tech mom geek mom online and thus so fitting.  We have a prize for you at the front registration 

desk, also Renee Shaffer, top overall 138 notes, 45 bookmarks and 23 Tweets.  Also give a round of 
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applause -- 

[APPLAUSE] 

You can see there is a PowerPoint deck available, slide deck of course on iBlink site under the analytics 

tab and you can see the full breakdowns of the things they were looking at and you can think about the 

data they have there.  So thanks for Danielle and Renee we appreciate it.  Also tonight if you stay for the 

end we give away prizes, traditional raffle drawing, technology gifts that one or two or three or for or ten of 

you might go home with, please join us at the end of the day today.  Everybody say hello to the people at 

home, hello! Okay people at home on day two of a conference most people are tired, perhaps hungover 

[laughter] We will get them more excited later in the day.  Live broadcast is also made possible by Acrolinx.  

Let’s get started and keep this day on track.  Today we will start off, you will love this presentation, Lisa 

Welchman, welcome to the stage. 

[APPLAUSE] 

 

>>Lisa: Good morning everybody, how are you doing?  Glad to be here.  I had, I work for a London based 

company so when I'm in California and I wake up in the morning on and I look in my e-mail inbox they've 

got eight hours on me, so I didn't get to do something that I normally get to do every morning and I really 

want you all to help me do that, before I jump into my talk.  That is, I'm a singer by love, I also digital 

Governance consultant I usually try to vocalize every morning and haven't had a chance to do that.  In a 

sense of out of your comfort zone and to help keyup what I'm going to talk about, how you collaborate well 

together so you can do something wonderful, I would like you all to sing for me.  [laughter] I'm going to 

make it really easy, I'm going to say slice yourself the way you want, I'm going to say your ones, your twos, 

and I'm going to say your threes okay and I want it five times.  Starting one, two, three.  Are you ready?  

Okay.  Row, row, row your boat, gently down the stream, merrily, life is but a dream.  (singing) row, row, 

row your boat gently down the stream -- (audience singing) more.  Yeah.  Row, row, row your boat -- make 

it pretty.  (audience continuing to sing ''row, row, row your boat") [laughter] okay three's. 

[APPLAUSE] 

Thank you very much.  So I love collaboration and I love singing, um two things, so thank you for bringing 

me that together.  I know it may feel odd but that actually really made me feel better so thank you so much.  

Today I'm going to talk about a couple of things.  I'm going to do a couple of things.  I'm going to Preach to 

the choir, you all are the choir, cuz you just sang for me, I'm also going to give you some fundamental steps 

of things you can do.  So we are going to have a little Preaching to the choir and a little practicality, before I 

jump into let me talk about myself and where I'm coming from.  I hope this works.  I'm not sure where my 

presentation is.  Hmm -- well while I'm figuring out where my presentation is, or someone else figures out 

where my presentation is, I'm afraid to touch that.  Let me tell you about myself, that part I can do.  Lisa 

Welchman, President digital solutions, digital Governance gal, woman, girl, person let me tell you a little bit 

about my background.  So I actually started my career in Internet and worldwide Web right here in San 

Jose, I was living in San Jose at the time Web manager for Cisco Systems, really what was great and 

integral to everything was that I saw big bad messed up very early.  Right.  So when I was at Cisco in 96 
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they put their technical information online, I think they had websites for 23 different countries, all of this big 

stuff was going on.  At the time making up things as we went along and didn't really have a sense of what 

we were doing.  But I look back now, almost 20 years later and realize there was just a lot that was going 

on.  Sophisticated a lot of things people still have trouble with now, particularly multichannel delivery, right.  

Understanding structured content offering.  I was really fortunate, I quit in 1999, started my own business 

thinking if I know all about these things I will have these problems, I will become a gazillionaire, that didn't 

happen.  So it is 20 years later now and finally what all of those dynamics and things, which I solved 

through a discipline called digital Governance, they are starting to come to a head, right.  People are 

starting to realize we need to control our content, we need to structure our content and we need to think 

about how people collaborate together, right. 

And so I'm grateful for that, grateful it is all sort of coming to a head now and I want to talk about that a little 

bit today and talk about it through a particular lens.  In particular, this sort of probably more that happens.  

Everybody really likes to talk a lot about customer experience, right.  Meeting the needs of the customers, 

users, all this sort of like heart-throbbing wonderfulness about how we want to meet the customer needs.  

What I see, I don't design websites, I don't write content, I don't implement technology.  I don't do any of 

those things.  I really focus on the people dynamics of the organization.  So if somebody has sort of like a 

crap website, right,  yes you could actually put better content on it.  Could actually govern that content 

through full life-cycle, have a better design, implement better Web management system, develop a so you 

can glue it all together, right.  But why isn't that happening consistently?  I think people like to think that it is 

because um it is too hard, but it is not.  I think if we locked this door and maybe added a few types of 

resources that may not be in here necessarily, but we shut the door and somebody gave us the use case 

for a particular business and asked us to actually build something, we could build it.  I think we know how to 

do those things well.  What I see is something consistently inside the organization. 

And so there's a sort of tug-of-war that's happening.  On one side is what the customer needs and what it is 

we say we want to give them.  On the other side is the way we insist on working inside our organizations.  

Right.  So it has to do with power struggles, I own, you own, this business unit, marketing versus IT, the 

content people versus not content people, the design folks, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.  So that's the 

focus of my discipline and talking a lot about digital Governance, as I will going forward, is to kind of break 

that.  Right.  So I want to talk about collaboration.  Right. 

And I want to talk about how standard support collaboration.  You all know that.  Right.  But I want you to 

know it even better and I want you to know it even more broadly.  So this is the Preaching to the choir part.  

Right.  So the answer to collaboration is standards, so I'm not going to keep you on hooks for the whole 

conversation leading up to a big swell.  We need standards, anybody disagree?  Didn't think so, not in this 

room.  If I was in a room with other folks might be some disagreement among that.  Here is the problem 

within your organization, a lot of people think when you say standards you are stripping them of personal 

identity.  They think they will not be able to do anything creative, won't be able to innovate.  I want you to be 

equipped to tell people those sorts of things just aren't true.  Right now you know that from a content 

perspective, right, so there's a difference, I think I even have a slide that says this later.  There's a 
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difference between being standardized and doing whatever you want or not being able to do whatever you 

want.  So a lot of people will equate standardization to not having any creativity.  So I will talk about all of 

these little things that are standardized that contain a lot of creativity.  This is going to arm you to talk about 

people, so you understand what I'm saying, don't you?  Unless you don't speak English or I'm speaking 

English poorly, which I might be from time to time.  It is the only language that I speak, I can read French, 

right.  So that's another standard I know, but I don't know it enough to speak French or I'm too scared to 

speak French.  So speech is one of those things.  One of our earliest forms all total communication is 

talking drums.  A really great book called Information by James Glick, which talks about history of 

information dissemination from talking drums all the way to now, it is an absolutely fabulous book.  It talks 

about the patterns of just completely tonal, but that's a standard.  The ear learns a standard and you can 

communicate across the, the board.  There is another one obviously close to my heart.  Music, that's 

standardized.  I think maybe it might be ten years ago, can't tell, can't keep track of it.  They always seem 

to find some other piece of music back road in some crazy German building they knock down, am I right?  

[laughter] Every now and then they knock down a building and find something else, I'm a classically trained 

singer, I do jazz now, you have to keep practicing on that one.  Classically trained singer and at the time I 

was a church cantor, I remember thinking wow isn't that cool.  Hundreds of years later they knocked down 

a building, found something and I can sing it.  Right. 

Because of standards.  Think about all the different types of music that can be notated.  A few different 

ways to know date music.  Anyone here do shape note singing?  Yes finally.  Oh total score, thank you very 

much.  No one has ever raised their hand talk after talk after talk.  Now I know where to come to find shape 

note singers.  A lot of different ways to you can grab together anyone that does that sort of singing in a 

room, set up a meter, start, get going and it works like a machine.  That's absolutely amazing, collaborating 

like we sank Row, Row Row your boat.  I have two different moveable types, I want to totally give chops to 

China for actually coming up with moveable thing before Europe like no one ever does.  Then the one we 

always talk about, right this sort of metallic moveable type.  What's really interesting about this, if you look 

at this kind of growth, I don't know how much you can see this but um -- see when it started and then see 

how long it took before it really hit.  Okay so when did the Internet and worldwide Web hit commerce?  

World?  What year?  What was that?  You need to talk louder than that.  [speaker off mic] 93, 94, 95, most 

businesses, there beforehand if you were in Higher Education maybe on that board.  But the commercial 

Web really hit around that time and how many years has it been since then?  It takes some time, right.  So 

we are really in the early age of that and I want to talk about that as well.  There is another example that 

standards based.  If you go and read about the history of telephones, that's completely disrupted again, 

right.  We are all walking around with mobile devices.  How you actually handle and manage and talk to 

people from distances is really changing right now as well.  But if you actually look at the history of how this 

happened there is this big gap between when did the technology was invented and how people adopted it 

and when it actually hit and was matured. 

And in between those two things you'll actually find a lot of confusion.  You'll find a lot of false starts.  You'll 

find a lot of different ways to lay an infrastructure, another example is type writers, that's another standard 
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based thing.  Have you ever gone to another country and laid your finger on a keyboard that deceptively 

looked the same, for us typers, but actually isn't.  The standard gets broken, oh wait in Germany they have 

all these little weird symbols, vowels are slightly, it is a mess, it makes you crazy.  I think even in the UK in 

the office their keyboard is just marginally different even though it is English.  It is enough to make you 

crazy, that's my earring on the mic, sorry about that.  Type writers, telegraphs, interesting stories about how 

they debated about how do you string the telegraph wires from place to place.  Where do you put them?  

How far apart are the little station when you are repeating the signal.  There is another example of 

technology that was adopted.  Getting closer to home.  Radio, radio is really interesting.  Radio was 

invented maybe mid-1800's really didn't hit until 1920s.  Until its use, there and being used but in terms of 

being adopted by everyone, adopted by the public, took a long time. 

Television is another one, any excuse to put this in a presentation [laughter] 

[APPLAUSE] 

totally, right.  I had to do that, that blurry man is like first telegraph, television image ever perceived totally 

when growing up I wanted to be here.  My sister and I would fight about who would be her.  My sister 

ended up being a linguist, languages, I ended up working in technology.  I think we almost got it together 

somehow or another.  What a great what, a great person.  So television, also standards based.  All of these 

various technologies, punch cards, looms, they have punch cards for looms all those beautiful patterns that 

we see um Gegard and these things, data punch cards, early mainframe types of things before we got to 

the PC, right.  We all know, we laugh at that now even, look at that.  We thought that was really cool, didn't 

we, for a while.  It was really cool remember when you had to have stocks of floppy drives and put a rubber 

band around them and label them all these things.  All of these things operate over standards based 

framework.  That's what makes them revolutionary.  So when you are talking to people, don't reach 

argument about how standardized content is important.  Just make the argument that standards on the 

whole are important and that anything that we ever do that works and scales effectively is standards based 

and the really, thing to really put in is including us.  Human beings, we have a certain number of pairs of 

chromosomes, if we don't there are challenges around that, you can have health concerns.  Or we are 

simply not viable.  So I would argue that nothing exists outside of tapped a reasonable doubt-based 

framework.  It is just how are you going to tune it?  Right.  So the world we are living in right now, which 

makes this all so rich.  We are working the Internet, worldwide Web, we got all of that stuff that's ever come 

ahead of us is now here.  That's a really tough road.  So Preach the choir, but also telling you it may not be 

as simple as you really think it is, right.  If you think about all the years that it took to mature all of those 

various technologies, get them standardized individually, right.  To work individually.  Now we're trying to 

stuff all of that possibility into one thing, slap it up on the Internet and make it roll.  So if it has been 20 

years, maybe not enough time.  Right.  So you might want to sort of take a deep breath, think about it a 

little bit and consider what might happen.  The Internet and Web impact everything.  So that's the cool little 

paper that Tim Lee wrote, proposing the, the Internet.  Big but interesting for worldwide Web, hey I have an 

idea for worldwide, his response from his boss was vague but interesting.  I told this story in my workshop, 

but I have to tell it to until I think I told it too many times and people say you heard that story before.  You 
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are not saying that yet, but you don't know what it is.  I was at this event last year, just because have you 

ever been to an event and you get to meet somebody.  Have you ever met somebody you always really 

wanted to meet or fantasized about meeting?  Anyone have that experience and you get a little wiggle and 

stupid. otherwise you are normally a together and dignified person.  That would be me going to an event in 

DC that Duke law school had on some campus, maybe Georgetown or, I don't know where it was.  

Anyhow, Vince, inventor of the Internet.  A small event, maybe less than a hundred people.  In fact quite 

less than a hundred peal.  They were talking about Internet 2020, Internet Governance, world Governance, 

which is what I do called digital gotcha, there is a Web and it needs to be governed.  In the room, my whole 

deep plan I was going to go and get a selfie with Vince Surfe and Tim Burton and me, people were arguing 

why don't you call it Web Governance, what's the difference, I wanted to be like here is the difference me, 

Vince and Tim.  But at the end of the day I totally failed because I couldn't.  I couldn't get enough nerve I 

did get handed a glass of wine by Tim and chit-chatted Vince is like old granddad that tells really bad jokes, 

so I actually talked with him as well.  That was good.  What really came out of that was interesting, out of 

Vince, when he talked, he said something that was like um we know that Internet is becoming mature 

because every bad thing that can happen in the real world can now happen online.  Which is kind of true 

and kind of sad, but it is a measure of maturity.  So Lisa, Pollyanna Lisa would say every bad thing and 

every good thing that can happen in the world can happen online.  I think we are integral to maximizing 

good and minute minding the bad, whether or not in business, personal life, information, making sure 

customers get what they want.  Whatever your goal, non-profit, for-profit doesn't make any real difference.  

We are not really good at that.  I work with organizations I start to realize, it was just always sort of internal 

lack of desire to work together and I don't know what it is, I think it has to do with just human beings and 

human nature and wanting to do your own thing.  I think it is the immaturity.  What we tried to do is tried to 

grow without standards.  Right.  So um sort of the practical information for you, this is my, my book.  I had 

to put my book in here, because that's what you're supposed to do, called Managing Chaos, it is really all 

about how do you collaborate internally around digital channels.  If you don't do it you really will make a 

mess.  I want to tell you a little bit about how to not make a mess.  So -- before I jump into that I want to 

prime the pump a little bit to say we governed these things before.  Idea from doing stuff in a messy way to 

a we are doing things in a governed way, we have done it.  Think about all the technologies that have come 

that you use that are standardized not thinking about.  You are sitting on a chair, you got shoes on your 

feet, you got earrings on your ears, weird technologies, they matured we come up with standards.  Let's 

throw out some of these other ones, things that happened.  Of course the people that do telegraphs didn't 

like telephones, right.  No-brainer, this is completely useless technology, no one is going to use it.  So we 

run into those types of things as we mature, right.  Then you also have to do things like regulate, which 

makes, make people crazy, it makes me crazy,  yes let's just say it.  Don't we all wish that we lived in a 

world where people just did the right thing.  I mean, this is a big world.  There's a lot of diversity and what's 

right to one person doesn't seem right to another person.  So when we live in these big groups and work in 

these big groups and we have to collaborate, we are going to end up regulating.  The idea is can we 

regulate in a way sensible, least invasive, to the point and aims to a certain end.  As far as radio is 
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concerned um you all know that whole War of the Worlds story where they had the invasion, radio 

broadcast people thought was real.  Things like that people instigated maybe we should regulate radio.  

Always someone doing something, that was really kind of cool from artistic perspective and kind of 

innocent, right.  I don't think anybody was really trying dupe anyone people don't understand how these 

things work.  I was standing in a line, south west is not my favorite airline, don't Tweet that, it is stressful to 

not know what seat I'm going to sit in.  I personally find that stressful.  To not know, I'm going to have to 

cattle call to go get a seat.  But that's, neither here nor there.  Standing in the line and um somebody was 

pointing out to someone else, person number A22 I was A21, in the line is pointing out behind me was 

saying she got her boarding pass on her phone and they were pointing out what is it, what do you call that 

thing, what is it?  I'm so bad with letters, that thing, right.  That thing, she got it.  I, you know, I don't 

understand how some squiggles on a screen, like they were just flabbergasted this even worked.  Now I 

can't remember the abbreviation, I don't even know what that stands for and I probably should because I 

work in digital, right.  I'm really a change in management consultant.  But I get it, I intellectually understand 

what's going on with the technology. 

It is not that mind blowing, it was mind blowing, it was like magic.  Completely like magic.  This is how 

sometimes technology rolls up.  When you are so into it you forget, you forget that.  This regulation that 

needs to happen.  Then this is near and dear to your heart.  There is also this idea that you are going to 

have to start to categorize things.  Now when you see this vision coming out from 1915 this sounds good.  

We still sort of can't do this.  Right?  Properly classified and indexed information that school children can go 

to.  We are getting close, aren't we?  Worldwide Web and Internet, maybe a little Wikipedia whether you 

hate it or don't hate it, Wikipedia, it is here to stay.  So we're going to have to work with that one as well.  

Just this whole idea and this vision around this.  So when we have these new technologies that come and 

we start to manage them, there's this regulation that starts to happen.  There is this structure that starts to 

come into play and there are also naysayers from legacy world, not really, been there done that.  Maybe 

some of you are in that room, one of the things I hear a lot from content people, this Web stuff, this isn't any 

different than what we have always done.  It is like well, yeah there are some similarities but it is different.  

The penetration is different, the depth is different, the intent and what you can do with it is.  So it may not 

mean we have to throw out everything we know about managing content or managing information, out with 

the bath water but we do need to consider there might be some new use cases.  So the message to you all 

and to the people in internally when you are talking is that you are not trying to impose something on them 

that is abnormal, standardization is the norm, right.  What's really going inside your organization is people 

aren't really sure who is allowed to make these rules about standards.  You all think it is you, right.  

Someone else thinks it is someone else, this business unit thinks it is that.  People in Australia think it is 

that, German team thinks it is that, IT, executive not paying any attention.  Right.  All these dynamics going 

on around.  You have to really think about how those things will happen.  So that's where people like me 

come in or the idea around digital Governance.  So narrows down to digital channels.  When I think about 

digital channels thinking about any digital channel but usually we are talking about websites, mobile 

applications and social media interactions.  Right.  Can be more, can be e-mail, can be CRM, can be 
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anything that you are talking about.  So you have to figure out what you have to govern or you can be 

talking about any technology. 

If you think about it there is a maturity curve that really happens when you are adopting a new channel, 

right.  One of those things is you launch it.  So we talked about worldwide Web, come into play, what 

happened, 93/94 for most people.  Maybe a little earlier.  We just worked with some folks in Sweden, they 

were quite late I think 95/96 before they launched first Corporate website.  It can be sooner or later, but you 

launch it.  At that point I'm not crazy.  If you had tried to out and out strictly think that you could figure the 

worldwide Web when you first started and then make all these rules for it, it wouldn't of worked.  What's 

interesting is the Web is rule based, it is standards based.  You had to structure your information to go 

through Web browser.  Already operating user base, inside the enterprise was not clear.  0 now I was at 

Cisco Systems, it was interesting, tech Doc went online, that was interesting.  No one thought about it, we 

will put all tech documentation online, multichannel, drop it in the top and we will push out CD Ram, burn it, 

haha [laughter] ship it with whatever they bought.  We will make the books and we are going to push it 

online.  So this multichannel delivery, very early.  Right.  So they tried that out.  Some of that stuck, some of 

it didn't stuck.  Some of the technology went away.  They started helping people down load software off of 

the website.  That sounds like not a big deal except think about how thin the pipe was in 1995, 96.  So like 

weird cases.  So you try things, then they tried something else that really hit, this thing called e-commerce, 

right.  So everybody at Cisco was always on front covers about magazines B to B e-commerce, you can 

sell thousands and thousands of dollars’ worth of stuff online, through the Web.  So that was really 

interesting.  You launch, you try a bunch of things.  Some of them work, some of them don't work.  Here is 

the deal, if you find something that works and you then don't start to govern it, that's how you fall in the 

chaos pit.  Because what happens is other people in the organization say yeah e-commerce or down 

loading things or whatever.  That point that you don't start thinking about how you want to do a 

standardized way, it will start to replicate in a nonstandardized way.  That's how you fall into chaos pit.  Not 

just the information online, but the groups of people making it.  So this is the wave of what's happening 

online.  It is also happening inside your organization with groups of people.  This pod pops up over here, 

this digital team over here,  this is how you get into the mess you get into.  You fall into chaos pit really 

purpose of digital Governance is only one thing, to get you out of chaos pit into basic management.  Basic 

management in my mind is what do you have, who is touching it, right.  Done.  Right.  What do you have 

and who is touching it.  When we work with people often we say, how many websites do you have?    And 

there's kind of this inhalation or if there is more than one person in the room two people look at each 

uncomfortably and then the brave one says it depends, well it depends on what?  Well we know the ones 

we know about but we don't know the ones we don't know about.  How many social media channels you 

moderating.  Well it depends.  We worked with a client who swore up and down to us with almost anger 

absolutely no mobile Apps coming out of organization.  So we took out our smartphones, went to the app 

store, Googled the company name, what about these?  They pulled the phone away like what, what is this 

stuff?  So there's, you know, this is everybody.  So that's the good news, everybody is in the chaos pit to 

some degree or another.  Even people doing well is in chaos pit.  Digital Governance helps pull you out of it 
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and ultimately to responsive pit place.  As your organization or business turns so does digital.  Right.  So if 

your business decide to have a certain agenda, digital goes along with it eloquently instead of lagging or 

trying to catch up.  So practical stuff 101, just checking my time.  Yes I have time to tell you about practical 

things 101.  So digital Governance, I know it sounds boring, everybody tried to talk me out of the name, you 

can't do it.  Okay.  So it really is um about governing and governing is about decision making and guidance 

about who gets to decide what your digital strategy is.  So why do you have a site?  Why do you have 

social channels?  Why are you using them and how do you know when you win on those things.  A lot of 

time we talk about user experience it seems like really good user experience is the win.  That can be, but if 

really good user experience doesn't make you money you are not winning.  Right.  So that strategy piece 

and then there is the policy piece and standards and then your team.  The team is really, the team is 

usually the part that's kind of messed up the most.  I'm going to dive down briefly into each one of these 

and sketch out.  This is Lisa's lesson, I put this wordy slide on here, you are not supposed to do in 

keynotes.  I want you to understand digital Governance is really quite easy.  All you need to do is organize 

your team, that means find out where these people are and what they are touching.  Have an 

understanding of that.  That's really basic.  You can't manage a team if you don't know where they are.  

Right.  You can't manage their outcomes.  The second one is figure out who on that team is supposed to 

be establishing vision for things.  The third one is, what are the things you absolutely shouldn't do online 

and the things you really should do online?  Right. 

The last one is what are we making and what's the structure of it.  So that's team, strategy, policy and 

standards.  Right.  Most organizations don't have the structure of their team and they don't have clarity 

around who our decision makers for strategy, policy and standards.  Every time you do a project, every 

time you do a project and a project and a project you fight.  You argue about these things tactically because 

you don't understand who your decision makers are, right.  So this is just basic.  What I'm talking about 

digital Governance I could be talking about content Governance, but I'm not right now.  I'm talking about 

fundamental.  If you have editorial strategy where you are trying to create a content model who is supposed 

to decide who that is?  Do you know the answer to that question, often times people don't because of all 

this organic growth.  All this stuff online, assumed ownership, I hate that word, I would rather say 

Stewardship, assumed ownership of certain things that maybe isn't the way it is.  Going this in and talking 

about digital Governance really clarifies that.  Let's talk about these components for the team.  Full set of 

resources required.  If I said to you where is your Web team you probably have something in your head, it 

is probably, if you are in um department or business unit inside an organization or a school, University or a 

program, the government, something like that, it might be that localized team.  Or you might be thinking 

about central Corporate team, right.  But your team is actually all of those things.  This is kind of 

educational take-away slide for you.  You got your core team whose job it is really to establish standards for 

the whole machine.  Right.  Then you have your distribute team whose job it is to make things for a specific 

business unit area, locale or whatever but have to follow those standards, then working groups, helps you 

pull things together.  Most important part of you.  What are these working groups.  There is a lot of different 

types of working groups, executive level doing things making sure digital is funded appropriately.  Could be 
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working groups where core team is going out in your community and saying, hey we are going to be writing 

editorial standards.  Can you explain to me how things happen in Germany or Australia or in Japan, we 

want be to be sure our standard is inclusive.  Yes we think we know everything, but we don't.  One of the 

things that people who make standards often do or core team members do is adopt arrogance and not very 

exclusive.  These working groups are very important.  Then also sense of community practice which is 

bringing together horizontally all the people in your organization who touch digital streams, maybe some 

brown bags, some education for them.  A lot of different things.  You all are making this online experience 

and often times we do engagement with people, we do all this discovery and talk to people I always kick off 

with 90 minute education where I do something like this, right. 

And inevitably 50% of the time somebody raises their hand and says something like ''you know, this is the 

first time we've ever all gotten together.  " I'm like well no wonder, right.  I mean honestly you are trying to 

make this thing together but not communicating.  A lot of times, to your defense, executives don't empower 

you or fund you to do activities like that because they have no sense of how holistic and how sophisticated 

it is to manage online presentation.  So that's a real challenge, right.  That is a real challenge.  I'm not going 

to kick you too hard.  Ex-then extended team, anyone that doesn't work with you that helps you with digital.  

Interactive agency that does all your design, people that spinoff microsites for you or make mobile Apps for 

you or whatever.  Some people might say, who cares about it.  I guarantee you if you do have some 

standards nine times out of ten your extended team is breaking them.  When they say don't have time to 

support department in something, department says never mind I have my own money, I'm going to do my 

own thing they hire extended team member and do own thing.  You need own sense and arms around 

them to be sure you are communicating effectively with them what your standards are.  Nothing wrong with 

huge team, some people invest a lot, you have to make sure they are held accountable to a standards 

model.  That's the team piece.  Once you know who the team is you have to figure out who on the team is 

going to make decisions around strategies, policies and standards.  Digital strategy, is not Web p what 

website, what content model, how is our organization going to exploit Internet and worldwide Web to make 

money if for profit.  If you are non-profit how is our organization going to exploit Internet and worldwide Web 

to make money.  Non-profits need money to run things too.  All goes down to pounds, dollars and cents, 

Euros, whatever it is you are counting in.  You can have a good digital strategy or a bad one.  Nordstrom is 

one I admire they have done some great stuff integrating experience of being in the store and helping you 

find merchandise in other stores and sent to your house.  Very seamless, then the other side when digital 

goes bad Blockbuster who let Netflix eat their lunch.  Understanding whose job it is probably not digital 

teams job, they are not senior enough.  If you got a chief digital officer and inside your organization, most 

people don't have that.  So really understanding and knowing whose job that is.  Digital policy is really how 

to manage risk around operating online.  All of a sudden you are not just paper and pencils and doing 

things that are happening in the physical world.  Though I guess online is also the physical world but seem 

like two different worlds to me as well.  Very special ways you can get in trouble online.  But you can't get in 

trouble faster ways you can get online.  All seen the bad Tweet, that's not unusual thing that happens.  I 

don't know why but it is about Twitter that makes people extra stupid. [laughter] But there is something, I 
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think it is the immediacy of it because so fast and so short not a little gait of sensibleness that comes in.  I 

have absolutely no idea, but just almost like dissertation worthy, why Twitter of all the channels is the one 

that makes people do the silly things. 

Even YouTube, you think YouTube would get more people in trouble, right, but it doesn't.  Digital policy, the 

example I have on here around policy has to do with not being able to um send personal data outside of 

Russia.  Right.  So that's something new that came along.  So you have people reacting to this.  Things you 

must do and must not do.  Security, privacy, all the stuff IT harps on and makes you crazy, do you want to 

do all this fun stuff with your information when trying to constrain you.  These are real things, risk 

management, doesn't mean you don't do anything risky online, it means you manage it.  If you are a risky 

kind of business, go for it.  If you are not a risky kind of business pull it in.  If you are heavily regulated you 

are heavily regulated just certain things, banking, Pharma, just certain information requirements of that.  So 

do you know who in your organization is supposed to actually be accountable for making decisions around 

this?    And then digital standards, right.  So these formal specifications, this is what you care about and it is 

full of design, editorial, network and publishing, publishing and development and network and server 

infrastructure.  So not just that.  Do you know who actually is supposed to be creating the standards for 

that.  Most organizations don't really know the answers to those questions.  So that's really what digital 

Governance help to decide.  It doesn't build anything just helps you understand what it is that's happening 

inside your organization and who is going to do that.  So freedom of expression within a standards based 

framework is what you want, not ability to do whatever you want whenever you want.  Right.  Most people 

want to do what they want to do when they want to do it.  When you think about it almost nothing in the 

world operates like that.  Right.  In this country you can't walk around with no clothes on.  Right.  Well, you 

can, except in special places.  She's like well you could, right.  But [laughter] Like yes you could, 

repercussions to it.  You know what I'm saying, obviously, maybe not, I've never been to this event before.  

[laughter] Maybe something is going to happen later on, I don't know (laughing) I'll be believing shortly.  

[laughter] You are interesting people.  So the idea of helping people to understand that this is sort of 

actually a juvenile take on it.  This idea you get to do whatever you want to do.  So that's really my um 

message to you and I'll leave you with this sort of um last, last quote which may or may not resonate with 

you, which is talking about our capacity for sharing information and collective learning.  I really think what's 

really fascinating about digital, for me, is you know, just as Vince Surf said we have this tremendous 

opportunity to do immense good, he didn't say that, he said every bad thing.  I really want to think every 

good thing.  You can be cynical, I'm a little Pollyanna, I'm a realist a lot of it is in your hands.  You create 

the information, don't be critical because the executives don't get it.  This is actually your world to create.  

We are in those very, very, early stages of things, right.  Where people are inventing and you all are the 

inventors.  So be a little more proactive, don't sit back so much and really take advantage of your expertise 

to help push this agenda along in a really positive way.  So I think I may have run out of time.  I really 

appreciate your time and attention.  I hope that we are all going to keep our clothes on.  [laughter] And 

thank you very much. 

[APPLAUSE] 
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>>Val: Well now there's something different for the conference, huh.  Okay.  So let's thank Lisa again, 

thank you. 

[APPLAUSE] 

And we're doing that technical switch-aroo thing again, while we're doing that I would like to introduce Dr. 

Robert Glush who is looking for a microphone. 

>>Robert: Okay, this is not mine, this is the one -- 

>>Val: Technical issues. 

>>Val: There we go.  Okay.  Dr. Robert Glush, he's going to be talking about enhancing customer 

experiences with intelligent content. 

>>Robert: Thank you.  I'm looking for, I guess I already am mic-d, okay, I'm Bob but I'm Mic.  Thank you for 

inviting me to this information world event.  It is a real privilege to be here, I have come to the last five or six 

conferences and this is one that is really chalked full of really interesting stuff.  My talk today is, is going to 

be a little different.  You see I said 30 + years in 30 minutes, Scott asked me to try to, one of the privileges 

of living a long time is you get to look back about the history of the field and I'm going to talk about 30 years 

of intelligent content.  I've been working on it long before it was called that and even though I talked about 

this work many times, I've never had the opportunity to talk about it all at once in a way that lets you reflect 

on what, what really went on.  It has been really enlightening to do that.  I'm going to talk about the different 

phases of my professional life.  I spent about ten years in big company R and D mostly at Bell Labs then 

transition by going to consulting term to become a Silicon Valley of number of startups in 1990's in 

intelligent content areas.  Then I retired about 2002 to be a Berkeley professor for one semester, now on 

my 13th year at Berkeley.  In this talk I'm going to review the different phases of intelligent content work I'm 

done and what has struck me all along and I'm still doing it.  In some sense, as they say in France 

(speaking language other than English) things are still the same.  I'm just mumbling for fun.  The basic idea 

is the themes I'm going to talk about basically changed but haven't changed.  That's the interesting part of 

this retrospective.  When you first hear the word intelligent content, we have been talking about, you think 

what would be the alternative be, stupid content, dumb content.  It is really a funny term.  I started using the 

word about 1990 called information IQ.  The idea being information formats could be distinguished by how 

much they were explicit about representing content and how much they separated content from 

presentation.  These two dimensions is how I characterized the smartness of the format.  People would say 

oh is that like information literacy, people don't know the format.  I think intelligent content is a better word, I 

have too many slides with this so I have to keep using it.  I found in the course of doing this presentation I 

found an old hard drive, a western digital hard drive that looked about this big about 50 megabytes, that 

was huge, probably spent $800 on it.  Found a bunch of presentations from early to mid-90's I have slides 

that are funny in retrospect, probably funny there but I didn't know it.  Certainly funny in retrospect.  Let me 

begin with the phase of my looking back at intelligent content in publication, which is where I started.  I 

started at Bell laboratories about 35 years ago in a research, applied research unit of network systems 

organization and we had the, how do you deliver documentation for big software systems?    And finally 
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decided that we should just pretend the documents were software.  So we essentially started doing 

configuration management, conversion control, using all the machinery of invented document management, 

things like when, if you change a document during the day time you would wake up at midnight and index 

the collections again.  Or had to take good advantage of that dial-up line you could use to down load your 

document.  So preformatted saved commute computing time when people tried to retrieve documents.  

Even though very slow, a thousand times slower than we have today, maybe more than that.  People liked 

that experience.  Able to go to that terminal [audio cut out] information about how different maintenance 

systems work.  When I read this last sentence here it says documents to create use and maintain, I thought 

I could have written that yesterday.  I wrote it in 1981.  Some interesting stuff.  A few years later after Bell 

Systems broke up I went to a US consulting firm and started working on a project to develop essentially first 

CD Ram encyclopedia, we developed in that project a lot of concepts and methods for turning books into e 

books that I'm still using today in my eBook research about what is a module and how many links should it 

have coming in and out and how do you know whether you have done effective job of converting the book 

or not.  We didn't make this thing all the way to production, we sort of got stuck prototype stage.  Here is a 

slide from about 1990 or so.  We took this encyclopedia entry and put it into different parts, content part, 

presentation part, we wanted to be able to provide customized experiences for readers who could show, 

selectively show different parts of the encyclopedia entry by filtering on these contents.  At the same time 

people managed to do this with another project in the Oxford English dictionary project where they looked 

at what a dictionary entry was. 

And the, the OED is an amazing technical document because it is probably the most complicated data 

model you can imagine and yet the entries themselves ranged from three words, like blurb, see whatever, 

so three words wrong, the entry.  Other entries are 22 thousand words long like the definition of word set, 

something like that.  So this is the data model for the complete entry.  Great deal of optionality here, the 

three word entered wouldn't fit this very well if all required.  They manage with this kind of really intelligent 

data modeling of the dictionary, to build an encyclopedia prototype that can do things like this, here you see 

at the bottom High School dictionary that has the definition and a couple of the, definitions then you have 

this scholars dictionary that has all the codes, all the etymology, when I saw this working I knew that's what 

I wanted to do just not smart enough to get there.  This is the first thing I ever saw about 87 or 88 had this 

idea intelligent content, rich markup can do incredible things with this.  Idea of highly Fran layer. Hopefully 

content was the key to highly interaction.  Now I was talking about the history of HTML, I actually hated 

HTML.  When anyone old enough to remember the days of like 1988/89 we were doing SGML based, 

encyclopedias.  The Web came along, I was livid.  I was struck by, how could they think of something so 

stupid to step backwards.  I fought with Tim, I was on the committee that rejected his paper and we said 

Tim, this is stupid. we are doing N-way links with multimedia, you are doing this one way untyped text thing.  

He says can I please demo, fine you can demo but your paper is rejected.  Three years later I had to beg 

him to be our keynote speaker, Tim and I [laughter] got over that.  I still fought it I knew intellectually we 

needed smarter content.  You can look it up, there is a panel I organized at a conference I said the HTML 

lovers and HTML haters got together.  Some of you know Elliott, a fellow that used to work for me, he was 
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a hater, this is too brain dead stupid, if you know Elliott.  I found myself trying to explain why HTML was a 

bad idea.  Because it wasn't smart, even though revolutionary idea, it could have been different.  Whole 

move showed it was like the horse got out of the barn and was trying to close the barn door too late.  We 

traded expressive power for ease of use.  My grandmother can make Web pages but could not use HTML.  

I had this slide tried to show the difference, HTML is what your eyes can use, only your eyes and not very 

much more.  XML is brain computer.  I love this little clip art and the big fat desktop computer.  All using 

cloud metaphor in 1990, pretty cool.  This is too sophisticated, too abstract for a lot of people, metaphor at 

the time lobby and cubicle metaphor.  I said you all have fancy company offices, big companies and that 

lobby has the plush carpet, the nice artwork, see this hanging on the wall here.  But in fact no work gets 

done in the lobby, that's where people waste time, unproductive in the lobby.  So in the cubicles that's 

where the work gets done, but those are simple standard, you know, not a lot of orientation.  I showed this 

picture and said look, the lobby is where the HTML goes.  Hand crafted artistic, flash, fun to interact with, 

no work gets done there.  You want to have catalogs, you want to have content that's in the cubicles.  Just 

the facts, intensive, use from databases.  That's where the -- people say oh I get it.  That's where the work 

is.  Need smart stuff on the back, front can be fun but back has to work.  Well the emergence of the Web 

killed my publishing startup.  Doing single source publishing my company helped the [speaker off mic] this 

was a client of mine.  10 thousand pages of text publications to CD's, a lot about CD's and the Web came 

along, that's another output format.  Another transform from that database.  What happened was all the 

executives from those companies said great we have HTML, we can fire, make Web pages.  Might have 

collateral damage during that period, no, no, that's not the problem I'm trying is serve we can do things like 

with documents, reassemble different documents, save money by having engineers make Web pages.  

Can't write English or coherent sentences but that's a different problem.  I watched my company blowup, 

you know, I can survive that transition if I know how to do XML data modeling and do B to B instead of 

publishing.  We turned the company into B to B company because it was clear to me that business models 

were basically documents.  We could look at a big enterprise company like this, with different kinds of 

indirect and explicit and direct procurement.  As distribution the market and say this is [audio cut out] I send 

you a catalog, you send me an order.  I send you an invoice, you send me a payment.  Shipping notes and 

so on.  Doing document exchange chorology choreography, this is another slide, showing drop shipment 

business model.  Trying to explain look when you go to a website, they don't actually own this stuff.  They 

have a catalog online, the warehouse some place and the delivery service and essentially they send 

messages to each other to make that business model happen.  Choreography through document 

exchange.  Now the key though was that they got to be glued together somehow.  Those documents are 

glued together by overlapping content.  So the item in the catalog that you ordered becomes the thing that 

gets shipped, the thing that you paid for and so on.  So you have to have some glue and key was, is your 

glue smart enough to do that well?  A lot of people doing EDI in that time.  This is the snapshot of EDI 

document, it is not stupid glue but it is not smart glue.  There is some semantic markup in there, you see 

things like DTM and GTY and things like that, quantity, date and so on.  But no good market, no way to 

grab things as pieces and so on.  So we need a smarter glue, oh we can use HTML as the glue, HTML is 
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too stupid you need smart glue.  We built first XML platform and my BMW says that on the back of it.  

That's what made B and B happen, XML, smart content.  Because again those businesses by this 

overlapping content, so really good idea there is that you want to have some kind of intelligent content that 

can be reassembled to make those different documents.  You can easily find the glued pieces as you move 

from document to document in that business process.  This is called the language, later evolved universal 

business language the most wildly used market language for that kind of stuff.  Another good idea at the 

time there wasn't enough to have smart pieces, you also had to have smart ways to assemble, we invented 

architecture, you can say here is how those pieces that go in a person's order can be extended to build a 

company specific one.  When you had cross-company business to business you could unwrap those 

extensions and find the things you could both understand.  Now earlier I showed you, trying to explain to 

executive about why he wanted XML in the cubicles and XML in the lobby, this is a picture, look a cost if 

you pay at the left side of this chart because it was already working now you can just leave it there and it 

works for a long time.  But if you crossover by adapting XML or a standard XML you might know from 

geometry that area to the right of the crossover is infinite.  So once you cross over you win big time.  Go 

okay I should look at that area to the right of the crossover is infinite, goes out forever. 

And so once you cut over to XML to a smarter XML you win forever.  So that was my business case for 

XML and two slides.  Do a business graph, classic business case on a long spreadsheet.  Oh, okay, so 

those are the first two phases of intelligent content work publishing B and B.  Doing same things in both 

places.  I realized after I looked back at it that, that, you know, every business does both publishing and 

transaction. 

And publishing and transactional processes are interconnect with them.  You see that like a requirements 

document, RFI to RFQ narrative kind of document will kind of morph into order and invoice just get 

morphed back to things delivered.  In fact some of those documents are contained same time publishing 

transactional content.  Here you see a catalog, database and a novel in the same document.  Even for 

documents like Moby Dick clearly almost the typical thing you would public, you can make it more 

transactional like, make decisions about what to markup and mixed content.  This is what is done by some 

people to do digital work, they want to do a lot of eggs traction of entities and things like that to do 

sophisticated analysis of this, I love Moby Dick the first line is call me can XML.  No clear line between 

documents and data, between narrative and transactional content or between publishing and transactions.  

Think of them as a continuum from narrative to transactional content which implies that you shouldn't try to 

do intelligent content differently if you are doing publishing or transactions.  You need unified methodology 

to look at a system.  Want to analyze the problem I have, find design patterns for either narrative or 

processes, project extract what I have already now and try to make it better so I can reassemble according 

to standards and so on, I call this methodology document engineering and these steps common across 

transactional and narrative processes are identifying document components, making them good or smart 

components or intelligent components, organizing them in ways they can be reused having document 

architectural where you can assemble them and use them intelligent ways.  Own this book Scott Abel 

promoted this book for a decade.  If you don't it is still available in print.  2002 I required from Silicon Valley 
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to become rooky professor, I got in information services especially intelligent, we are talking things like 

complex services where you have a mixture of face-to-face and self-service transactions often 

multichannel, we have a mixture of physical and online environments and so on.  So I tried to apply my 

ideas of intelligent content by using publishing business to new kind of personalization of smart services 

domain.  I started with the idea that um in many domains, the service that a customer wants have 

overlapping content models for the simple reason you want to do the services in the same place at the 

same time.  So if I want to go to Toronto on a business trip I'm going to need a flight, hotel, a restaurant 

and maybe something to do after my meetings over.  So I need to go to a flight, hotel side and 

entertainment side.  So those service providers historically had their own ways for transacting with me.  We 

can analyze, they had own site, for example that hotel you see you have to tell it what kind of hotel you 

want, location, time, quality of service and kind of amenities and so on.  Even though um those semantics 

in many ways are shared with the light and the restaurant, quality of service.  I'm going and flying, first off 

I'm going to stay in a nice hotel, go to a fancy restaurant.  Have some commonality across those service 

content models.  So we started trying to find some ways to automatically combine um those overlapping 

content models and using the overlapping pieces as the glue like we did with business to business 

problem.  Call these service compositions where they were put together by the overlapping bits of content 

and you can then from that generate a unified customer experience by only asking once for the things that 

overlap, okay.  Here you see my kind of trip planner says that I look at my historical, I can unify content 

models and say oh Bob's as a default, SFO, likes to fly first class, get there nonstop and get there before 

dinner.  Nice hotel that he can walk to nice restaurants from.  That's more or less my trip schema, we can 

build that and then because we have that smart content we have that kind of, each providers knows how to 

talk to me intelligently and know my experience and marked my experience, created good use of model.  I 

can then respond very effectively, because I can default or predict a great number of my information 

elements in this transaction.  So I can basically get a proposal back from this unified service that says, in 

this case reading from bottom up, okay we know you like Italian restaurants you've gone to one a lot in 

Toronto, maybe go to this one, give you alternative.  We know you like a black car from the airport here is 

the confirmation, you can turn it down, but here is your hotel.  Extremely tight customer experience, high 

quality, all things are unified across quality of service levels and so on and made possible by intelligent 

content.  Final area which I have adopted this notion of intelligent content is my latest project really 

combination of first and last one about content, intelligent content for publishing and intelligent content for 

service personalization.  A textbook that I've done last couple of years, last eight years with the books, now 

about two or three years.  About a text would be book that I think emphasize, embodies some of these 

ideas of intelligent content and personalization.  Discipline of Organizing, that's the story at the time.  Want 

to talk about the way in which intelligent content architecture of this book um developed and how it enables 

customization and personalization of the user experience.  Book was published in 2013 as a printed book 

and eBook using single source from Atlas.  We did second and third edition last two years, enhanced and 

why is it dumping head on?  Information science book of the year, last year, 75, in 25 countries.  So we use 

Oreille’s atlas, this system.  Why is it doing this?  It has these built in transformers for the form you want to 
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produce.  Let me talk about this, organized from one slide.  The book is based on the single powerful idea 

that says even if you organizing lots of different things, libraries, zoos, personal document, institutional 

document collections, your people, you are creating organizing system which is intentionally arranged 

collections of resources some sort of interactions.  So even though, even though there is obviously a lot of 

differences in what we are organizing, some of these, they are all the same.  So um the challenge that a 

transitionary book gives you is that you want it to be obviously mandate a book by many authors, nobody 

knows any of those disciplines that [audio cut out] but that makes the book very broad.  Which is what you 

want, but if it is deep enough to be credible, it is going to be very, very big.  How do you manage sort of 

breadth and depth at the same time, a textbook that can be used in lots of different fields organizing at their 

core.  What we did was said is there a way to emphasize that transitionary core of this book while still 

preserving this disciplinary enhancement of supplemental content.  Factored the book into a set of layers, 

transitionary at the core and then these other layers essentially extracting paragraphs and notes that are 

tagged by discipline.  We produced a book in 2014 that looked like this, a third of the content was in 

disciplinary specific notes or side bars or paragraphs.  That makes the depth into a choice rather than a 

distraction or confusion, reader can decide whether supplemental information is relevant and explore book 

the way they want from disciplinary perspective.  Now that depends on how easy they can tell what's going 

on with the book and mechanism for following supplemental content those are both research questions we 

spent a lot of time on.  If the book design let's readers figure out what's going on they can presumably do 

that.  But there's a lot of ways to do supplemental content.  You can have footnotes or end notes or popups 

or side bars they are not equally useable by readers. 

And in addition there's a lot of readers own point of view which shapes whether they want to make use of 

those mechanisms.  We have tried a number of different things, one thing we tried, we tried to tag the notes 

and paragraphs by discipline, here you can see this part of the eBook a, this says 36 law which means a 

legal footnote about legal perspective then MUS said this paragraph museum specific content but it is 

useful so we will leave it there instead of a footnote. 

We tried popup notes which people found better than hypertext links, most eBook readers don't do very 

well with embedded links and popups couldn't use that.  So finally gone to a model in-line transcollusion, if 

you select footnote it opens up the book and puts text in the middle of the text and closes up when it goes 

away.  Readers like that, this takes a lot of Java script and most of eBook platforms are kind of not very 

good at that.  In fact sort of puzzles me that browsers finally got smart to do a useful thing where we could 

have Java script and CSF and a lot of good things like that to make enhanced experiences.  When you 

have eBook plug-in we disable Java script and CSF to make it controllable, stupid and not very smart.  

What I really want to do was to publish any book you want, if you have 11 disciplines in this book, 11 things 

taken at a time.  Remember that from your math, 2048 possibilities of books you can have, any 

combination of disciplines you want to read about.  Again this for example memory, library science might 

want to learn this configuration, this is kind of a thing called memory institutions.  But there is still a lot of 

those nice possibilities and so how many can you publish?  It turns out even that's not right, assumes even 

within the same class people will have this in their perspectives, not most people coming from, coming to 
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my school Berkeley, they want own book, how do I publish any book anybody wants out of the 2048 

possibilities?  Go to publisher and say 2040 books, fat chance pop.  Okay.  Publishers talk a lot about, they 

don't mean 2048 almost same addition of a book.  [audio cut out] I convinced my publisher to cover two, 

end points, Core Content, no disciplinary, the one called professional with everything.  So it is like 0 in 2048 

days that's not really what I wanted but that's what they let me do.  So what I want is to be able to have 

dynamic reader controlled publishing, polyvalent books, convert on SML, then use Java script in the reader 

to exclude and include and have it visualize it, visualization and yeah.  How many of those platforms run 

Java script?  One out of the 17 I could possibly use.  So we're kind of, we can make this run in my 

laboratory, doesn't run in the real world.  Publisher says I want to ship a book experimental, people will 

think it is defective, experimental, that means defective to most people.  So what we're doing now is 

visualizing the book so the book has and the first chapter this is what the book looks like.  This is specific, 

here is the distribution across those disciplines.  Different chapters are different.  This is a chapter on, 

totally library science.  Those chapters, business how much are you willing to tag, basically kind of 

considerations.  That's what we're doing now, very unsettling, I got to fix publishing first.  Where we are 

now is we can use this notion of transitionary book with discipline-specific tagging. 

And tagging like reading level, we are doing a lot of experimental tagging on reading level, rhetorical, 

contrast or way too hard to use that in a real book yet.  We have mother of all books with 2048 books in 

that little EPUB bundle.  I think that with the appropriate visualization interface controls and appropriate 

platform be able to have reader personalized books.  But that's not where I want to stop.  Because if I can 

do this I should be able to let with an editor, add their own content, customize own building structure and 

build locally customized book so they have the Texas library school version and the Pitt version, the 

Michigan version, the Berkeley version slightly different because we added own content locally.  That's 

called a network book.  So we can deploy any fixed configuration of content.  We can let people public local 

content in this repository.  Then we can discover that if you let me discover it and I can include it in my book 

at Berkeley.  I can look Berkeley have my students find Texas content, maybe start doing Texas 

collaborative annotation of the books, have shared annotation space.  In some sense my notes are just 

preemptive by professors as opposed to actual by user, that should be one long tail somehow fits network 

model.  But we're not done.  I think if we have this kind of smarts under hood of content and I know my 

students, I know user model of student at Berkeley, if only they would let me track them, which they won't 

yet.  They are really bad about, you know John I know you didn't read the syllabus this week.  I saw your 

data about which pages you read in my textbook.  That never happen.  But if we could in principle we could 

take that and say you know what, I could embed quizzes in my book, which I'm doing and assess 

comprehension and then dynamically adapt the book to the readers needs sort of pruning and growing that 

space by adding things, by subtracting things, changing the reading level of the paragraph, I know we can 

get there.  That's probably 2018's book.  But I look back at all this, these five pages of publishing account 

Bell Labs, business to business and smart services and now smart books, e books, coming around the 

block.  All right.  Essentially we are still doing same things as we did before with same idea, intelligent, 

more flexible user experience.  More flexible automation of publishing process, more flexible automation of 
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business processes that involve document exchanges.  I think the big idea emerging now for me is 

intelligent content has great value at design time but even bigger value if you are going to apply it, that's 

where you can get the context sensitive personalization which I think is really going to be the future of 

intelligent content.  So actually did it in 30 minutes almost.  Which is for 35 years in 30 minutes, well 35 

years in 35 minutes, I'm miscounting, I want to thank the thousands of people, students, employees, 

everyone I have learned with, failed with and succeeded with to get here.  Thanks very much. 

[APPLAUSE] 

 

>>Val: Okay boy that was incredible, a lot of information.  I'm really thinking about the future and where we 

need to go with all of this and I'm sure that you guys are too.  Thanks so much.  So next up we have Mr. 

Robert Rose who I consider a friend and colleague and he is going to be talking about content.  So 

welcome back, my friends to the show never ends, Mr. Robert Rose. 

[APPLAUSE] 

 

>>Robert: Thank you for that.  Thank you for that.  Good morning.  So here's what I learned this morning, 

first of all I just learned that I missed 35 years of like really important shit.  [laughter] And the second thing I 

learned it we are all going to get naked later so I think that's [laughter] a big plus. 

And third I guess I missed a good band last night.  I guess this, did awesome.  What kind of band was it?  It 

was a jazz, oh see, damn it, I mean that's, that's just awesome.  So thank you guys for having me.  I, over 

the next half hour or so what I would like to do is sort of turn the lens a little bit toward marketing. 

And I look through, as many of you know, and so talk a little bit about information, intelligent content and 

certainly content marketing.  Now I want to get a gauge of the room here.  How many people in here are in 

marketing?  Actually in marketing, okay good.  Now I'm just going to take a wild ass guess that last 

presentation you were like okay that's cool but what?  [laughter] Because that's my take on a lot of that.  

Okay.  So how many of you have that are content or information practitioners, too many damn titles for me 

to remember whether content adaptive engineering technical person, how many of you have actually 

dealing more with marketing these days?  As part of your daily work?  Okay.  Then the rest of you just don't 

like you hide in your cubes with red stapler [laughter] or is it -- so this is something, content if you haven't 

noticed is becoming a fairly large for marketing these days.  It is a big piece of what we are doing trying to 

create these things for driving value for the business. 

And so I didn't plan this, I didn't even know this was going to be a thing sort of to get out of our comfort 

zones today.  Which I'm so glad it was, sort of in that Spirit we're going to talk about and think about for the 

next half hour big things today.  We can go back to talking about XML and Java script and sort of how we 

code up pages to be more intelligent and, you know, after this session.  But we're going to talk about big 

business strategy things for the next half hour. 

And so I start with a question, because I still had this question, which is so what is information and why the 

hell does it need to be developed anyway?  When Scott invited me to this event, okay, information, there is 

a whole world apparently devoted to information development.  What is information and why the hell does it 
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need to be, I did something that we all do when we determine that we have to figure out what the hell 

something means.  I went to the master of all things that will give me the answer, I went to mothership 

Google and I typed in and I started to type in ''why does information need to be" then it started to fill in, this 

is fascinating.  I want you to look, accurate, reliable and valid.  These seem to be popular searches that we 

need to figure out exactly why information needs to be accurate, reliable and valid.  The top one there is 

management, I typed in my own.  Let's put this into quotes I need to make sure I understand this.  Why 

does information need to be developed and I got no results.  There's absolutely no results for that, I 

remembered okay goodness gracious, managed is the top one I'll start there.  Maybe I'll start there.  I typed 

in so why does information need to be managed?    And I come up with a few different results there, as you 

can see there, there is the information, the big picture, standards development, blah-blah-blah blah-blah-

blah blah I went uck, now look at this, why information needs to be managed well there is this link, 

information management, Wikipedia, hey Wikipedia will have the answer for me, why information needs to 

get developed.  So I click on that, the first thing I get information management not to be confused with 

content management or [laughter] so I'm put off.  Information management concerns a cycle of 

organizational, they spell with s, so clearly a UK guy wrote this, okay, organizational activity, acquisition of 

information custodianship, blah blah way more big words than we need and it doesn't answer my question.  

So I'm like shit, I need to answer this question, where am I going to go now, I'm go to Siri, Siri will answer 

my question for me.  I say Siri why does information need to be developed.  She comes back here is what I 

found on the Web, a bunch of different links I actually found.  One is this developed country.  So I look at 

that article, an article on how countries are being developed and information a is big piece of that.  Now a 

piece of that article is about Cuba and how they are coming around as one of the more developed 

companies.  That's interesting I'm starting to lose my information now in this and getting hungry for Cuban 

sandwich so I go to Wikipedia I think I'll make myself that sandwich, where can I get a Cuban restaurant, I 

ask Siri, apparently one eight miles from my house.  Great show me the way to the Cuban restaurant, they 

show me the way, along the way as I'm driving there maybe I should check out website see what the 

website says, what Scott and Val say.  The tag line sort of resonate and it has been supported by 

everything I've heard this morning in today's talks, which is remarkable customer experiences.  That's a 

really interesting thing, but then pipe mind was blown because really when I think about it, information 

needs to be developed for why information needs to be developed.  Which is lovely in recursive and all of 

that wonderful stuff.  So if you are like why don't, why doesn't somebody write an article as sort of output of 

today's event?  But here is really it.  It is creating exceptional customer experience, because everything that 

Bob talked about in his talk, in terms of the value of intelligent content, some better customer experience.  

Whether better textbook, whether better travel, what Lisa talked about really the Governance around 

creating something that drives exceptional customer experience. 

And that is something I can get my head around.  As I go out and start talking with practitioners, marketers, 

how those worlds are colliding every single day thing I keep coming back is how strategic content is today, 

it is what we are in business, it is what we are today.  Getting strategic about it, so just a show of hands for 

those in marketing or content practitioners how many of you believe that content and/or information 
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development should be a level position in the business.  A lot of hands going up.  That's, I think, the future.  

Because I believe as a business manages content the more strategic and differentiated it becomes.  That's 

an incredible thing because it is not the, the way that it is in business right now.  So for those of you who 

are in marketing and for those of you who aren't in marketing but are starting to deal a little more with 

marketing I will let you in on a secret.  If you can figure out biggest secret in marketing right now, if you can 

solve this, you will be the hero of the business.  You will absolutely be the winner row of the business.  That 

secret is can you measure contents contribution to the business?  Because guess what, nobody can right 

now.  Nobody can measure content contribution to the business.  Especially as blends of marketing, 

especially through marketing.  We do a study, content marketing does a study every single year we look, 

we just released 2016, what we call 2016 are results, we just figure out 2015 came out 2014 so on and so 

forth.  Every year same thing, 86%, 87%, 90% every business doing this for some to create marketing 

effect.  30% feel good about it, feel like it can be measured.  So the gap there is how do we actually 

measure it, how do we actually start to look at it?  We have to change, the business has to change, 

certainly has to get more intelligent about the way it manages it, that's what you heard today and I'm sure 

yesterday.  Another thing that fundamentally has to change is the way we treat content in marketing.  So 

the guy you see up on the screen right now said this in a really remarkable way.  I put this up it is one of my 

favorite things out there because it is just, it is such a tasty metaphor for where we are with marketing with 

content and the business right now.  So this is 1997 and Steve Jobs just come back to Apple, been in exile 

for seven years and literally just come back a month ago.  Goes to worldwide development conference, 

toasts, impromptu ask me anything session, where anything can ask him anything they like, not even CEO 

now just quote/unquote consultant.  Will soon become the, the new CEO of course or returning CEO as it 

were.  This is his answer to a question and on the back end of it this is what to me is sort of just a great 

metaphor with where we are with marketing right now and where we are with use of content. 

>>SPEAKER: [speaker off mic] here it comes.  [laughter] 

>>SPEAKER: On several accounts you discussed you don't know what you are talking about.  I would like, 

for example, for you to express in clear terms how say Java in any of incarnations addresses the, the idea -

- (muffled) when finished with that perhaps you can tell us what you have been doing the last seven years. 

>>SPEAKER: Ahh -- you know, you can some of the time.  But one of the hardest things when you are 

trying to affect change is that people like this gentleman are right in some areas.  I'm sure that there are 

some things open to us, probably even more that I'm not familiar with that nothing else out there does. 

And I'm sure that you can make some demos, maybe a small commercial app that demonstrates those 

things.  The hardest thing is what, how does that fit in to a cohesive larger vision that's going to allow you to 

sell um 8 billion dollars, 10 billion dollars of product a year. 

And what I always found is that you got to start with the customer experience and work backwards to the 

technology.  You can't start with technology and try to figure out where you are going to try to sell it.  I made 

this mistake probably more than anybody else in this room and I got the, the scar tissue to prove it and I 

know it is the case. 

And as we have tried to come up with a strategy and a vision for Apple, um it started with what incredible 
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benefits can we give to the customer?  Where can we take the customer?  Not, not starting with let's sit 

down with the engineers and figure out what awesome technology we have and then how are we going to 

market that.  That's the right path to take.  The 

>>SPEAKER: The reason I love that so much is because it reflects so much of what I see in business 

today.  The way the cadence of content becomes well when, when should we send out the white paper, 

well when it's done of course.  Everything we do from a content, when should we publish, when it is 

finished.  We finish content and it immediately goes out on to the website, finish marketing campaign it 

immediately goes out.  We basically look from inside looking out create some content about what we want 

to say and figure out how to market it to the user, figure out how to communicate that to the user instead of 

starting with something fundamentally different, what is the benefit to the customer.  I start with a question 

fundamental in nature in terms of marketing.  What is marketing, what do we talk about when talking about 

benefits of marketing.  To do that I will introduce you to a guy, come back to that, this is the piece you can 

take back is getting back to the roots.  I love this historical perspective both of the previous speakers gave.  

I'm going to give another one how can we get back to the roots the value of marketing.  I will introduce you 

to Art Shaw he was a public accomplisher, entrepreneur, first marketing professor at the Harvard business 

school.  He started a publication, little publication called Harvard Business Review, was first editor of 

Harvard Business Review.  Also a publisher first 4A into marketing to sell his office supply store was to 

create content, was to create a magazine.  He created a magazine called System, Magazine of Business, 

driven marketing platform for him to sell what he was creating at that point, office furniture and office 

supplies, things to equip your office with.  He talked about trends going on in business and what was 

happening in the best manage business, quick side note he had a writer writing for him named Edward, 

loved to write business content so much he quit after a month and said I'm never writing this shit again, I'm 

going to go off and create a character called Tarzan.  He turned his business, office supply business, into a 

publishing business, he published System, Magazine of Business and also published books, way to go to 

market with sales, how to do business trends, how to understand research.  All these kinds of things that 

helped him sell more office supplies.  Ultimately when he retired it was so successful bought and renamed 

Business Week or a hundred and some years later a magazine we might be more familiar with.  So that 

has lasted.  So the marketing really started with content.  Now really what we start talking about Marketing 

practitioners out there that sort of talked about the practice of marketing.  Early 1900's Harvard business 

school.  He said the value of marketing to the business, the value was one he called the marketing utilities, 

there was four of them.  One was physical utility.  Supplying inputs into the production into the process, 

how do we supply input so it makes the thing we are making better, that was one utility.  Second was called 

insight utility.  Insight utility was research into the marketing place, we call market research today to help 

decide attributes of the product we would put into the marketplace.  How would we sort of move things 

around, who should we be selling, to whom, what features they value the most.  Time utility, shortening the 

time between a product and the, the time it is finished to the time it gets into a customer’s hand promotional 

and planning capabilities be able to add that to the business.  Finally, possession utility, once a customer 

purchases our product how do we deliver them transactions that help them use those products for their 
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intended or desired purposes?  How do we actually make them more satisfied with those, those were the 

four values of marketing.  We have sadly lost most of those in marketing, market is mostly focused on one 

specific business purpose, which is the time utility.  Failing rather miserable, now we are trying to build 

value.  Interesting thing if we look at this in today's sort of language, we can look at physical value, which is 

using better data to produce better products.  We got that capability today.  Or we look at insight, how do 

we use data to understand the persona or people trying to deliver that value to.  How do we use insight and 

consumption of content to understand how we deliver and top whom.  Time, how do we get better 

shortening that time and distance between product and consumer.  Finally possession, what you might call 

delivering content so great they become Evangelical and they want to share our story across all social 

platforms that will never have the ability to be on, deriving such value and such wonderful they stay longer, 

they are loyal.  They are creating value, not just describing it.  Marketers are really good these days at 

describing value, great at describing value, great propositions, features, we have benefits, we have reasons 

to believe put adjectives in front of nouns like nobody’s business.  We are the synergistic top leading, blah-

blah-blah.  I challenge marketers take off from press release boilerplate to see what you got.  Usually like 

we do stuff.  [laughter] So we're creating value through the use of content, content serves every single one 

of these goals.  But it is rare that we actually use content to serve all of those goals.  Rich customer 

experiences are what the business generates these days. 

And content can be at the heart of it.  So what is the value when we look at it, when we start talking about 

great content marketing or content driven experiences out there.  What is the value of food and family 

magazine that Kraft puts out, print magazine also translated intelligently into online Kraft database, recipe 

database, three-and-a-half million subscribers to the magazine, more audience than Food TV Network 

makes more sense for Food Network to advertise with Kraft.  People pay money to receive it, they pay to 

arrive at their door stop every month, real dollars, revenue.  What is the value of that from a data 

perspective or Red Bull media house, twelve different content, TV network, their documentary series, 

feature films, what is the value of that to the business. 

How does that add value to the bottom line?  Does it?  Or Adobe CMO.com 18 thousand CMOs in 

database, addressable audience, is that audience valuable, do they have valuable asset something that 

could be looked at as a valuable asset on the spreadsheet or how about we look at Robert, salary guide 

that gets produced every year, three-and-a-half million down loads of that, is that a valuable media asset, 

could be own media company, research company if spun on its own, content marketing institute, I know 

the, the value of that and I can tell you it is high in creating content for marketing purposes and creating a 

category of marketing we can evangelize about, valuable, how about the value of the blend tech, if you 

haven't seen the one with Shyla doing ''just do it" it is awesome.  The blend tech video series, now one of 

the most popular, most valuable, media asset, Yiskabank in Denmark, they will tell you themselves they are 

a media company that also has to be a retail bank.  They have completely reformatted what it means to be 

a bank.  When you go into it now it is like a coffee shop, chairs, people walking around in casual clothes no 

thick glass, completely casual the bankers walk around as consultants, teach you to balance checkbook, 

credit rates, the studio they maintain 24/7, 365 days a year is focused on education, educating people how 
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to content, excuse me, how financial literacy can help them.  They also happen to be a retail bank.  Or how 

about Indium, they have 14 different languages for their 70 different blogs at this point engineer to engineer 

talking about all the different flavors of sodder.  Who knew there was different flavors of it, there are.  They 

are producing in 14 different languages now they are the top leading brand, media brand in the Soddering 

space.  It has produce 700% more leads in the process.  What is the value of that content, media asset.  It 

is starting to happen.  Surf stitch a company in Australia just brought online magazines to call what the 

CEO network with a retail business.  They do about 2 million visitors combined or what Kraft online 

database does.  They bought it for 14 million dollars, how about the other way around, acquired Jack's 

threads, publisher acquiring e-commerce site.  Into e-commerce drives a value.  If we start looking at this 

and how content each and every time you hear it, any content, every time you hear about a valuable 

content property it is not the blog, it is not the Webinar, it is not the white paper, it is the collections of 

assets that provides the value, not any one of them in it.  It is the collections of assets.  Not a singular blog, 

not a singular blog or content asset, that's what we think.  What do we need to change, this is how it works 

today in most businesses.  Maybe this will resonate a little with you and how your marketing department 

operates.  Start with a deadline, like most do, start with four quarters, here is our fourth quarter we have 

this thing called marketing.  The thing called marketing is happening, campaigns, needs to drive leads, 

better customers all that kind of stuff.  We are going to do thing called content to support that.  Maybe we 

will call it content marketing.  The way it works is they will say we have a campaign and we need assets 

and the content people say great we can produce assets for you, a write paper thing we can write I was 

tasked by my boss to do four this year, that works out well.  I will create white paper for you, create a 

Webinar series thing and a blog post, we have to do them they are like mandatory.  Okay.  Second quarter, 

we have a site redesign, the content people go great more assets okay we will create interview with CEO, 

there will be an event, video him, he is arrogant he wants us to video that, I have to do second white paper, 

more blogs please.  So we will do a couple blog posts.  Then the third quarter comes along, second major 

campaign, we say more assets.  The content people go okay um let's see, oh the third white paper of 

course, we got to do that, more blog posts okay we will do a couple blog posts then weird little calculator 

thing I have a little budget and can hire an agency to create this cool thing, cool asset.  Fourth quarter 

comes along now shit now I have another white paper, I'm going to do two, try to get my bonus this year, 

more blog posts have to do more blog posts now this e-mail thing, we will do e-mail asset and that will be 

awesome.  That's how we manage content over the course of a year.  What happens?  One year later we 

have a disconnected pile of assets.  Some of them are pretty good.  Some of them suck.  That third white 

paper we did really blew.  But some of it is okay but none [audio cut out] none of, why can't we measure it?  

It is not a program, nothing, just a disconnected pile of assets we create on demand. 

And that's the way many businesses are creating this.  What we do is to try to make ourselves feel better 

we pour into a resource center not a resource center or center of anything.  We pour in there, yea our 

resource center, it is really awesome.  By law you have to have some guy leaning back in the chair 

[laughter] you have to do that.  Sales guys are going to say you have to have requested quote it is not 

marketing on there unless you have request a quote on there.  We are ex-per then we have white papers 
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like nine of them, all thought-leadery and stuff.  Webinars, you know, you can bet if you watch one of these 

Webinars you are going to get a call from a sales guy, you can bet that.  [laughter] The third one a link to 

social media networks, why do we have a link to the social media networks, we don't know but really pissed 

if we don't put the social media links there.  We have to do it in orange because they really like orange.  

Then because we can, because we are getting intelligent with RSF feeds and stuff we will put blog thing 

and talk about blog how our new VP hired, company picnic and all that kind of stuff.  Yay! What is that?  

That's a mess of nothing.  But this is the way we organize content.  This is what we think of, this is our 

resource center.  It is resourceful.  And this has to change.  Because it leaves us asking these questions.  

Gated or ungated, if we are asking ourselves if we should gate or ungate assets we do not have a strategy.  

We have a disconnected pile of assets trying to figure out oh which one of these are worth getting?  No, we 

are saying what's the blog, why do we have a blog again?  What a waste, why do we have social media?  

Anything working, what's the ROI?  This is where it leaves us.  Can we change, can we lead, can we create 

show that never ends, can we create media products?  Can we shift mind-set in marketing and content to 

create assets worth investing in?  What if we begin with amazing experience in mind.  What if we take 

Steve jobs advice and start with remarkable experience we are, the deep value we are trying to deliver to 

the customer and start the most amazing resource center.  The question I'll ask a B to B organization that 

has a resource center, if somebody goes in and reads every piece of content in your resource center, how 

will they be a better person?  Or the most emotional story we can tell, what is the most emotional story we 

can tell in online magazine or in a movie or in a series of movies or a series?  What are the industry leading 

most useful tools?  Can we create this thing, this experience.  Can we create a collections of assets?    And 

then create a multimeasurable strategy to achieve it.  If we start at the end, this amazing experience, we 

architect this wonderful media product.  This experience and then we work backwards and we say what are 

the big rocks?  What are the critical things that we have to get, whenever you like lean setup or whatever 

your methodology, what do we need to get to minimum viable product.  How long will it take to get there?  A 

year, maybe, take us 18 months, maybe.  How long will it take us to get there?  What are the critical pieces 

once it is in there it has reefed minimal viable status.  Then what are all the little things we can do around 

that?  These major releases, the Webinars, the blog posts.  We can architect that, we can architect 

infographics and all the things that might surround those things and feel editorial strategy. 

And then,  yes, of course, marketing.  Of course marketing.  We have to support marketing on going, it has 

to be a core piece of what we do.  But if you create, if you create those big rocks and they are truly valuable 

for your customer, I guarantee you they make amazing direct marketing assets. 

And then if even then the sales or demand generation people or all the people focused on the demand 

generation side, the marketing side, yeah but it doesn't have enough sell or call to action or marketing buzz 

word there.  You go great, we'll create special ones just for you.  Special versions of these assets just to 

support your campaign effort. 

And we're not going to lose sight of bigger vision, the thing we are building.  The wall, the house, the castle, 

metaphor, whatever you like, to add value.  Then go back to roots four pillars is today by Art, we can start 

measuring this something worth investing on, campaign ROI, absolutely these assets can support better 
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customers, more leads, more faster through pipeline, better ASP.  Or data, insights, data insights into the 

persona, into audience, better customer segmentation strategy, into actually having data worth managing, 

customer ROI, possession.  Do they stay longer?  More likely to share a story?  Do they tell a friend, 

business ROI, physical ROI, can we actually even charge money for it?  One thing I say should we gate or 

ungate, you shouldn't have to ask yourself that question.  If the content you are creating is good enough 

people will subscribe, do this as a test, put for free, if it is good enough people will fill it out after they have 

read it.  That's the goal.  They want to subscribe after they've read the gated asset.  So that should be our 

goal with all of this, can we create content so wonderful people want to subscribe to more of it.  Not they 

feel like they have to pay you something to get it.  They want to subscribe to it.  Is it possible, absolutely.  

Here is Kraft, right coming back to them and food and family, intelligently managed online Kraft.  Yes they 

measure things like the anonymous visitors and how many coupons they click on and redeem.  They can 

actually tell you how many anonymous visitors ultimately end up redeeming coupons they can track those 

to redemption.  So they have a number for that or they can look at themselves as most effective publisher, 

not biggest publisher the brand managers that they are using to when they place advertising.  When they 

do their focus of audience is most effective Ad click-thru and other type of shopping they have.  Most 

focused best application for advertising.  Or of course doing program at IRSC, LinedInd and all those 

things, using data from consumption to serve more targeted ads, driving down media cost.  That's a real 

value.  Customer ROI, possession, they can actually measure loyalty, they can look at the subscribers, 

ones not only getting magazine but the ones who subscribe online and they can see are they returned 

buyers, are they returned shoppers, do they actually -- they can give the information to the grocery stores 

and say is this somebody returning and buying more products.  First party research, better customers with 

3 and a half million subscribers better than any research company on the planet if they want to mow what 

moms think about cheese or dads and families think about something going on in Florida or western 

research, they have better research they stopped buying research from research companies saving them 

hundreds of thousands of dollars every year in research cost, business ROI, revenue.  This is a marketing 

program that pays for itself.  It pays for itself.  Got revenue the content is good enough.  Or B to B example, 

campaign, real example software company that put together online education platform where the content 

was intelligently managed, published across multiple platforms, primarily online, instant marking database.  

Go into B to B, what does your marketing database look like, well 20 thousand in our list, really just 20 

thousand e-mails don't know how good it is.  We actually knew their names, phone numbers, their titles, 

their addresses because the content was good enough they wanted to subscribe to it.  They have a 

database now that provides 2X faster things, when they upgrade a product and want to market it or 

introduce a new market instant database to go out to, people who want to hear from them,  yes I need the 

upgrade,  yes I need this because they have an audience worth marketing to.  25% improvement in 

effectiveness of that based on data they can use to serve out those ads in a better, so Google searches 

and other types of FaceBook or LinkedIn ad, more valuable and more valuable data over time, building, 

building, progressively profiling customer profiling they have the industry leading database on their 

particular market.  Or increased loyalty.  They've actually got increased loyalty with 5X percent subscription 
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of the software because of this online education piece.  It is adding value to the experience of owning and 

working with the software by providing them reasons to believe about why they should be doing it and 

ultimately customer or business ROI around the attendance of Regional events.  Want to do Regional 

education events, now they know where they should have them, know where the focus is for their audience 

not sending spam to all the people, invitation only to people who live in Atlanta, only people who live in 

California, et cetera, et cetera.  Huge value, multiple values, I was talking with a CEO the other day I said 

think of it this way.  Think of it this way.  Can you for a minute imagine we can create a content property, 

something that is so valuable that your people, the customers you serve would want to subscribe to it, yeah 

I think I can, great.  Let's assume that's 15 thousand people over the course of the year, he says okay.  Of 

those 15 thousand people not just giving over data to get something, engaged in the ongoing show, the 

ongoing content not just transactional want to engage in your media product.  Of those 15 thousand in any 

given month or given order very small percentage of them are going to raise their hand and want,  yes I 

agree with that.  Let's say it is 5%, let's say 5% of those people, that's a very small number but that's a 

valuable number because that's a better lead, more engaged lead, all marketing people, campaign people 

will love that, awesome.  Doesn't mean 90 or 95% aren't valuable.  They provide all the other values that 

we can start to plug in.  We can start to test messaging with them test, send polls what product features 

would you like to see, we can start to do Regional and look at the audience see if paid media is giving us 

the people we are targeting.  Test and see if our [audio cut out] is it working, are we actually building data 

over time or actually just doing transactions?  Content media product can provide multiple lines of value to 

the business if we can create it in the right way.  To leave you with something, I will leave you four take-

aways.  One is simply develop lateral is basically instead of developing a vision you will fail at both, you will 

fail at marketing demand generation with con ten and in content marketing.  Right now content in so many 

ways is just alternative form of collateral for sales, we have to get beyond that, we can have to change that, 

we can lead that into a show that never ends.  Two, we need to take that vision and work backwards.  The 

data thing won't happen until we have minimal viable product. 

That's okay, that value can come later.  We can work backwards and figure out of the four multiple lines of 

value, where can we produce each one?  For the six or seven or eight months we are building this thing, as 

building the big rocks that make up expression, media product.  The campaign value, timed value is the 

only value we provide, but once we get there, once we get to ten thousand database, we get to that big 

audience we are trying to build.  We can start to build in the other stuff, we can time that out, look in a time 

line if we work backwards interest ultimate expression of what we are trying to build.  Three, develop plan 

of priority.  Build a business case for why content should be managed intelligently, why we should capture 

data in this way, why we shouldn't ask for address until we do phase two.  All of these things we can start 

to prioritize and understand when and where we will build the value, gives us the content editorial strategy 

and data capture strategy.  Always keeping the short-term campaign in mind but not without losing the big 

business vision, lastly integrate greatly.  Make it better.  Not only creating more effective marketing spend, 

but create something that's actually worth investing in.  The true definition of return on investment where 

we are investing something that over time is going to give us increased return on that money spent.  That's 
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the true investing, the true ROI of content.  Marketing campaign based marketing simply effectiveness, can 

we get more for the same money we are trying to spend in time.  If information is just collateral, supporting 

campaign marking, going to fail at both.  So why should information be developed?  I sort of come back to 

that question, why should information be developed?  One of my marketing heroes, Phillip, who wrote 

many books, it is a great one if you want to read one.  He talks about the idea that marketing is ultimately 

not the art of finding clever ways to dispose of what you make, which is very odd in the way we think of 

content.  How can we just get this content out, how can we get this product out.  It is not the art of just 

disposing of what make.  It is art of creating giant customer, giant bobble-headed me, information is key 

ingredient of content show that never happens.  Exceptional customer experience.  If I learned anything 

today in previous keynotes that's what it is about, exceptional customer experience better than one you had 

before or our competitor.  Competitor leader why I think it is a holistic business strategy, developed well it is 

the best multiplier of creating genuine customer value.  With that I will say let's go create the future of 

business together.  I will thank you for your time, 7th error of Marketing.com is the book if you want more 

information on that.  Thank you so much, have a good day, and naked.  [laughter] 

[APPLAUSE] 

 

>>Val: All right with all of this new information you have some time to go visit the ex, I will see you at lunch 

and please come to the closing as well.  It will be magical.  Have a great day you guys, thank you. 

[APPLAUSE] 

(music playing) 

 

END 


